A STEP CHANGE IN YOUR TECHNOLOGY APPROACH

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT?
TWI powered INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP
joining creativity and expertise.

WHY?
Because business needs could only be met through INNOVATION.

HOW IT WORKS?

SETTING THE SCENE
Workshop setting facilitated by experts; problem definition and common goals established.

UNLOCKING ADVANTAGES IN KEY TECHNOLOGY
Technology road maps produced and next steps established.

FUTURE DIRECTION AND ACTIONS

INNOVATION PROJECT AND OPPORTUNITIES DEFINED

UNDERSTAND UK FUNDING LANDSCAPE AND HOW TO ACCESS IT

OUTCOME
Detailed document identifying

THE STEP CHANGE
The outcome defines how to make the step change

STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGIES DEPLOYMENT
NEW PROCESS CAPABILITIES NEEDED

Contact Details
+44 (0)1223 899000 contactus@twi.co.uk

Granta Park, Great Abington, Cambridge CB21 6AL, UK